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The 1st Transnational Project Meeting (TPM) of the e-EUPA project “Validation of formal, non-formal, and 

informal learning for administration personnel through asynchronous electronic learning and online 

assessment” took place in Nicosia, Cyprus, between 12th-13th of January, 2023.  This is the first TPM but 

not the first meeting, overall. The project started in April 2022, and ever since, considerable work on the 

objectives and deliverables of the project has been conducted and numerous online and physical meetings 

were organized.  

The e-EUPA project has as primary objective the offering of quality training for administrative staff at four 

EQF levels (levels 2, 3, 4, 5) through asynchronous e-learning. Our European consortium has been working 

hard during the last year to convert the materials from the previous EUPA_NEXT project into an 

asynchronous format, upgrading it to a contemporary level. There are a number of activities and results 

towards that final goal, some of which have already been concluded (i.e., Project Result 1: Methodological 

Framework), and some of them are been currently ongoing (ie., PR2, PR3, PR4).  

In the meeting, participants from the project’s partners: M.M.C Management Center Ltd (Cyprus), 

DIMITRA Educational Organisation (Greece), Cyprus Certification Company (Cyprus), VHS Cham 

(Germany), RINOVA Malaga (Spain)  and UNINETTUNO University (Italy) discussed the progress so far, 

clarified some issues, and set milestones and deadlines for the future.  
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On the first day of the TPM, the project coordinator, M.M.C. Management Center Ltd, provided the 

consortium with an overview of the project, with a particular focus on the important activities of the first 

Project Results that have been concluded. In addition, focus was given to current and future goals. 

Separate sessions dealt with the first Project Result (PR1) “Methodological Framework for the conversion 

of the materials” led by UNINETTUNO University of Italy, and the second Project Result (PR2) “Certification 

Schemes” led by CCC of Cyprus.  

Finally, the first day was concluded with some work on the third Project Result (PR3) “Update of EUPA 

materials” led by VHS Cham which is considered an essential project result of the project; thus, the second 

day was exclusively spent in discussing this PR, in correlation to Project Result 4 (PR4): “Video-recorded 

lectures”.  

The e-EUPA project is funded with the support of the European Commission.  

 


